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Abstract. A 69-year-old right-handed woman developed difficulty naming objects and word-finding. The clinical features of
language disorder and predominant atrophy on MRI and predominant hypoperfusion on 123 I-IMP SPECT in the left temporoparietal junction area were consistent with the diagnostic criteria for the logopenic variant of primary progressive aphasia
(lvPPA). Neurological examination showed slight right-side rigidity and resting tremor (UPDRS-III: 4). 123 I-FP-CIT SPECT
showed presynaptic dopamine transporter reduction in the posterior putamina with left-side predominance. The odor-stick
identification test for Japanese exhibited complete loss of the sense of smell (anosmia). These findings suggest that lvPPA
may be accompanied by parkinsonism and anosmia.
Keywords: Anosmia, 123 I-FP-CIT SPECT, 123 I-IMP SPECT, logopenic variant of primary progressive aphasia, magnetic
resonance imaging, parkinsonism, primary progressive aphasia

INTRODUCTION
Primary progressive aphasia (PPA) consists of
three main syndromes: progressive nonfluent aphasia, semantic dementia, and progressive logopenic
aphasia. The logopenic variant of primary progressive aphasia (lvPPA), also known as logopenic
progressive aphasia, is characterized by anomia,
word-finding difficulties, impaired repetition of sentences and phrases, speech (phonologic) errors in
spontaneous speech and naming, spared single-word
comprehension and object knowledge, spared motor
speech, and lack of frank agrammatism, and atrophy shown in the left posterior temporal cortex
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and inferior parietal lobule [1, 2]. However, little is
known about olfactory impairment and parkinsonism in patients with lvPPA. This report describes a
case of lvPPA, accompanied by parkinsonism and the
complete loss of the sense of smell (anosmia).
CASE DESCRIPTION
A 69-year-old right-handed woman with an educational attainment of 9 years developed a difficulty
naming objects and word-finding approximately one
and a half years before presenting at our hospital
with a mild memory complaint such as forgetting an appointment and misplacing things. Her
language comprehension was relatively well preserved. Clinical data of the patient are shown in
Table 1. Mini–Mental State Examination (MMSE)
indicated mild cognitive impairment (MMSE: 20/30)
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Table 1
Clinical data and results of linguistic function assessment

Age at onset, y/gender
Education (y)
Years of follow-up
MMSE
CDR
UPDRS-III
Test of speech/language function
(Standard Language Test of
Aphasia)
Confrontation naming
Word repetition
Sentence repetition
Single-word comprehension
Short sentence comprehension
Word reading (Kanji)
Word reading (Kana)
Short sentence reading
Word spelling (Kanji)
Word spelling (Kana)
Short sentence spelling

69/F
9
3
20
0.5
4
Raw score
∼18 months
after onset

Raw score
∼30 months
after onset

7/20
10/10
3/5
10/10
7/10
3/5
5/5
5/5
0/5
0/5
0/5

5/20
10/10
2/5
9/10
6/10
1/5
5/5
1/5
0/5
0/5
0/5

MMSE, Mini–Mental State Examination; CDR, Clinical Dementia
Rating Scale; UPDRS, Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale.

and her Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (CDR) score
was 0.5. Language examination exhibited impaired
single-word retrieval in spontaneous speech and naming, impaired repetition of sentences and phrases,
spared single-word comprehension and object knowledge, spared motor speech and absence of frank
agrammatism (Table 1). Forward digit span was
3, whereas backward digit span was none. Neither
apraxia of speech nor dysarthria was recognized.
After one year, the results of linguistic assessment showed further deterioration of the language
function (Table 1). Physical examination demonstrated no abnormalities, including of cardiac or
pulmonary functions. On the neurological examination, the patient showed slight right-side rigidity
and right-side predominant resting tremor (Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS)-III:
4) (Table 1). Since the parkinsonism was generally mild, medication was not required. The patient
showed no prodromal symptoms, including REM
sleep behavior disorder, constipation and orthostatic
hypotension, nor atypical parkinsonian symptoms
such as vertical supranuclear palsy, unsteadiness of
gait, early falling, asymmetrical clumsiness of the
limbs and marked rigidity-dystonia on the involved
arm, which eliminates the possibility of progressive
supranuclear palsy (PSP) or corticobasal syndrome
(CBS). Laboratory examinations were in the normal
range, including the results of complete blood count
(CBC), comprehensive metabolic panel (CMP), and

urinalysis. MRI revealed mild atrophy in the left
posterior superior temporal and left inferior parietal
junction regions (Fig. 1). The Voxel-based Specific
Regional Analysis system for Alzheimer’s Disease
(VSRAD) Z-score (0∼1: no atrophy, 1∼2: mild atrophy, 2∼3: moderate atrophy, 3∼: severe atrophy)
evaluating the degree of atrophy of medial temporal structures involving the entire region of the
entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala [3]
was slightly elevated (VSRAD: 1.21), indicating mild
medial temporal atrophy. After two years, medial
temporal atrophy was deteriorated (VSRAD: 2.08).
123 I-IMP SPECT (three-dimensional stereotactic surface projection: 3D-SSP) imaging showed marked
hypoperfusion in the left temporo-parietal areas and
the left frontal lobe, and to a lesser degree, in the
posterior cingulate gyrus and precuneus predominantly on the left side (Supplementary Figure 1).
123 I-FP-CIT dopamine transporter SPECT revealed
a presynaptic dopamine transporter reduction in the
posterior putamina with left-side predominance (an
“egg shape” pattern) (Fig. 2). The odor-stick identification test for Japanese (OSIT-J) (Daiichi Yakuhin
Sangyo, Tokyo) consisting of 12 daily odorants
familiar to Japanese individuals (Japanese cypress,
India ink, rose, perfume, cooking gas, menthol,
sweaty socks, curry, Japanese orange, condensed
milk, roasted garlic, and timber) showed a complete
loss of the sense of smell (responses of odorless:
anosmia) in both nostrils. Co-morbid medical conditions, such as chronic rhinitis, severe head injury,
intracranial surgery, surgery in the nasal cavity, seasonal allergies, or other current respiratory infection,
as well as heavy smoking were excluded.

DISCUSSION
In this case, linguistic impairment was insidious
at the onset of the disease, gradually progressive,
and initially characterized by a predominantly isolated language abnormality for more than 2 years,
which is consistent with PPA [4]. Moreover, the
clinical features of language disorder in the current case, such as impaired single-word retrieval in
spontaneous speech and naming, impaired repetition of sentences and phrases, spared single-word
comprehension and object knowledge, spared motor
speech and absence of frank agrammatism, are consistent with the diagnostic criteria for lvPPA [2].
Additionally, both predominant atrophy on MRI and
predominant hypoperfusion on SPECT in the left
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Fig. 1. The MRI shows mild focal atrophy in the left posterior superior temporal and left inferior parietal junction regions. A) Axial FLAIR
image. B) Coronal FLAIR image.

Fig. 2. 123 I-FP-CIT dopamine transporter (DaTSCAN) SPECT
reveals the presynaptic dopamine transporter reduction bilaterally
in the posterior putamina with left-side predominance (the “egg
shape” pattern).

temporo-parietal junction area are also compatible
with the diagnostic criteria for lvPPA [2].
The present case initially presented with a language disorder, characterized by difficulty in finding
words, sentence-repetition, and cognitive impairment
including orientation, delayed recall and calculations.
These findings are also consistent with Alzheimer’s
disease (AD). However, unlike typical AD, hippocampal regions in lvPPA are spared [5], which
was also the case in our patient (VSRAD: 1.21). In
typical AD patients, 11 C-PIB and 18 FFDG PET stud-

ies show increased 11 C-PIB binding in the frontal,
temporal and parietal areas, and decreased cerebral
glucose metabolism in the temporal and parietal
regions, respectively [6], which resemble the findings
in patients with lvPPA [7]. However, in contrast with
typical AD, which is characterized by bilateral, relatively symmetric temporoparietal hypometabolism,
in lvPPA patients the degree of hypometabolism in the
left parietal-temporal junction might be more severe
and indeed, such severity can be an anatomical signature of damage due to lvPPA [7].
This case has two characteristic clinical manifestations, i.e., parkinsonism and anosmia. In regard
with the first manifestation, parkinsonism is generally less frequent in lvPPA than in other variants of
PPA. Rabinovici et al. [7] reported parkinsonism in 2
of 4 patients with lvPPA during a longitudinal followup, although the details of the parkinsonism were
not described. Kremen et al. [8] reported that, in 28
patients with lvPPA, a pattern of specific extrapyramidal symptoms was seen, characterized only by
an increased prevalence of gait disturbance (loss of
balance or unsteadiness) (to approximately 20% of
patients), a nonspecific neurologic sign that can be
seen in conditions that do not involve extrapyramidal
dysfunction, whereas extrapyramidal signs, which
are more closely associated with parkinsonian syndromes, were seen less frequently (resting tremor:
0%; bradykinesia: 0%; rigidity: 10.7%). Moreover,
Graff-Radford et al. [9] reported that patients with
lvPPA had fewer parkinsonian motor features than
those with nonfluent/agrammatic aphasia, which was
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driven by bradykinesia, speech facial/expression, and
rigidity. Gorno-Tempini et al. [2] suggested that a
clear parkinsonian syndrome (rigidity, tremor) should
not be present at time of diagnosis, although mild
limb apraxia and difficulty with fine finger movement can be noted in PPA (especially in the nonfluent
and semantic variants). Thus, it has been reported
that parkinsonism symptoms such as resting tremor
and rigidity are generally rare in lvPPA. These findings were supported by a study in which lvPPA
patients had normal striatal 123 I-FP-CIT uptake, in
contrast to the reduced striatal tracer uptake observed
in the patients with the non-fluent agrammatic variant of PPA prior to clinical parkinsonism [10]. In
the present case study, parkinsonism with rigidity
and resting tremor was observed (UPDRS-III: 4),
and this observation was confirmed by the presynaptic dopamine transporter reduction in the bilateral
posterior putamina (the “egg shape” pattern) on
123 I-FP-CIT dopamine transporter SPECT, which is
compatible with the initial stage of Parkinson’s disease.
Regarding the second manifestation, i.e., the olfactory function in lvPPA, there has been a case report
of a 58-year-old man with lvPPA, in whom the odor
detection threshold was normal, although the cognitive threshold for scent recognition was significantly
increased [11]. In terms of olfactory impairment in
AD and parkinsonism, on the other hand, anosmia
has been detected in approximately 40% of patients
with Parkinson’s disease (PD), 20% to 40% of those
with AD, and 65% of those with the Lewy body
variant of AD, and the incidence of anosmia in PD
patients and AD patients increased with an increase
in cognitive dysfunction [12, 13]. While the early
changes associated with olfactory system processing have been reported to include decrements in the
volume of the hippocampus, piriform cortex, anterior olfactory nucleus, and frontal poles of the brain
[14, 15], in voxel-based morphometry in MRI, anosmia is associated with a significant decrease in gray
matter volume in areas of the limbic system such as
the hippocampus, parahippocampus, nucleus accumbens, and piriform cortex, which are correlated with
olfaction-related structures [16]. Moreover, patients
with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or mild AD
accompanied by parkinsonism showed more severe
olfactory impairment compared to patients with MCI
or mild AD without parkinsonism, or those with
parkinsonism free of cognitive impairment [17]. In
the present case with anosmia, the volume of medial
temporal structures involving the entire region of

the entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala
was slightly decreased (VSRAD: 1.21), followed
by moderate atrophy (VSRAD: 2.08), as measured
by MRI, which is in line with the previous reports
[16, 18].
As for the pathomechanism of cognitive impairment and anosmia in lvPPA, there is a strong
association between the clinical criteria of lvPPA and
in vivo biomarkers such as PET-PIB positivity and
decreased A␤42 and increased tau in the cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) [19–21], which is associated with the AD
pathology, and in lvPPA, AD might be the most common underlying pathology [7, 20, 21] in as many as
95% of cases [22]. Thus, lvPPA is defined as a variant of AD. Olfactory dysfunction is one of the earliest
clinical features or preclinical symptoms commonly
observed and is associated with the pathogenesis of
neurodegenerative diseases such as MCI [23] and AD
[24, 25]. In AD, olfactory identification impairment
has been related to severity of illness; to both reduced
hippocampal volume and decreased AD signature
cortical thickness by MRI [18, 26]; and to reduced
blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signals in the
primary olfactory cortex, hippocampus, and insula
regions by functional MRI [26]. Moreover, regarding
the pathomechanism of parkinsonism and anosmia in
lvPPA, olfactory dysfunction is also one of the earliest nonmotor features in PD, and it precedes the onset
of motor symptoms by years in that disorder [27,
28]. Olfactory impairment in PD seems to be primarily due to Lewy body pathology, including increased
phosphorylated-␣-synuclein immunoreactivity in the
olfactory bulb, particularly in the anterior olfactory nucleus [29, 30]. Correlations are also observed
between Brief Smell Identification Test scores and
Lewy body pathology within the limbic and neocortical brain regions [31]. These findings of the reduced
volume of the medial temporal structures in patients
with AD and/or PD are compatible with those of the
present lvPPA case with cognitive decline, parkinsonism and anosmia.
Thus, the coexistence of cognitive impairment
(MCI or AD) and parkinsonism may have been
involved in the complete loss of the sense of
smell (anosmia) in this lvPPA case. Moreover, bilateral anosmia, bilateral reduction of the presynaptic
dopamine transporter with left-side predominance,
and bilateral reduction of cerebral blood flow in the
posterior cingulate gyrus with left predominance suggest that the lesion may have affected not only the left
side, but also the limbic system and the nigrostriatal
pathway on the right side in this case.
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In conclusion, to our knowledge this is a unique
case in that it shows two characteristic clinical manifestations, i.e., parkinsonism and anosmia. Further
studies are warranted to elucidate whether lvPPA is
accompanied by parkinsonism and olfactory dysfunction in the clinical setting.
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